
Quickly deploy (or “re-deploy) MS Teams with strong (yet flexible) governance, 

leading to increased adoption

Modern Workplace Quick Start

Offering Highlights

Quick, 3-week engagement 

that implements the most 

critical aspects of Teams 

governance

Simple, easy-to use, beautiful 

tool for end users, team 

owners, and IT admins – makes 

the hard work easy for 

everyone!

Can be used for organizations 

who are just starting in 

Teams, or want to do a 

“restart” of their Teams

What is delivered to the customer

1. App Installation and 

Configuration

Installation and 

configuration of the 

Orchestry App

2. Workspace 

Templates and 

Directory

Workspace Directory for 

managing all teams, 

Customized Workspaces 

to get the organization 

started in providing a 

standardized, protected, 

and feature-rich Teams 

templates

3. Workspace Approval 

Process

Implementation of 

Teams request approval 

processes that are well-

governed, yet flexible 

for the defined 

Workspaces

4. Training and 

Support

Basic training on the 

app for Teams 

administrators and 

access to a rich 

knowledge base for 

Orchestry

Getting your MS Teams project off to the right start is even more 

important in today’s rapidly changing world.  Doing it correctly right 

from the start is critical and this offering makes that possible. We 

focus on implementing a well-controlled, yet flexible governance 

approach in order to increase adoption while minimizing IT 

headaches. 

The modern quick start using the Orchestry tool is a way to help 

ensure effective and safe collaboration for organizations getting 

started with Microsoft 365. Leveraging the power of Microsoft 365 

to create collaborative experience and Orchestry to ensure adoption 

and governance, the Modern Workspace Quick Start is the most 

effective way to ensure that you drive successful usage of Microsoft 

365 in your organization.

This is right for you if you have:

• Invested in M365 but haven't deployed Teams or SharePoint yet 

for collaboration

• Are new in M365 and want to start quickly and correctly to 

ensure great adoption and governance 

• Want to restart your Teams and SharePoint initiatives

• No strategy of how M365 Teams or SharePoint sites will be used 

to drive value in the organization 

• A need for a rapid deployment of Teams or SharePoint done in a 

way to future proof any issues 


